Abstract-In dynamic optimization problems (DOPs), as the environment changes through time, the optima also dynamically change. How to adapt to the dynamic environment and quickly find the optima in all environments is a challenging issue in solving DOPs. Usually, a new environment is strongly relevant to its previous environment. If we know how it changes from the previous environment to the new one, then we can transfer the information of the previous environment, e.g., past solutions, to get new promising information of the new environment, e.g., new high-quality solutions. Thus, in this paper, we propose a neural network (NN)-based information transfer method, named NNIT, to learn the transfer model of environment changes by NN and then use the learned model to reuse the past solutions. When the environment changes, NNIT first collects the solutions from both the previous environment and the new environment and then uses an NN to learn the transfer model from these solutions. After that, the NN is used to transfer the past solutions to new promising solutions for assisting the optimization in the new environment. The proposed NNIT can be incorporated into population-based evolutionary algorithms (EAs) to solve DOPs. Several typical state-of-theart EAs for DOPs are selected for comprehensive study and evaluated using the widely used moving peaks benchmark. The experimental results show that the proposed NNIT is promising and can accelerate algorithm convergence.
I. INTRODUCTION
M ANY real-world problems have uncertainties in objective functions, environmental parameters, constraints, or problem representation, resulting in the dynamic change of the optima through time [1] - [4] . These problems are called dynamic optimization problems (DOPs). Although evolutionary algorithms (EAs) have successfully solved many stationary problems [5] - [8] , they still face challenges in solving DOPs due to their convergence nature. A converged population has lost exploration ability and is difficult to adapt to a new environment [9] , [10] . Restarting the algorithm may be simple but not effective since it completely discards the optimization efforts in past environments. Usually, a new environment is strongly relevant to its previous environment, and thereby, the large number of solutions, especially the good solutions, obtained from the previous environment may be useful in the new environment. Therefore, the reuse of past solutions becomes a great potential to accelerate convergence toward the new optima in new environments.
In the literature, some efforts have been made to reuse past information for DOPs. They can be loosely categorized as three types, memory scheme [11] , prediction model [12] , [13] , and transfer learning method [14] . Among them, memory scheme stores good solutions in memory and reintroduces special solutions into the population when necessary [11] . Instead, the prediction model uses the past solutions comprehensively and extracts the change pattern of the optima in past environments for predicting the new optima in new environments [15] , [16] . This may be helpful if the change pattern is stable. However, in many real-world applications, the environment usually changes stochastically [14] , and hence, the prediction model may be not applicable. To adapt to any change pattern, transfer learning methods directly consider the difference between a new environment and its previous one so as to construct a transfer model to relocate the past solutions for the new environment [14] .
Recently, transfer learning methods have gained increasing attention. For example, a recent work of transfer learning in objective space adopts domain adaptation methods to transfer the past optimal objective values to their new values in new environments [14] . However, to the best of our knowledge, 2162-237X © 2019 IEEE. Translations and content mining are permitted for academic research only. Personal use is also permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission. See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. there are still very few works that directly learn environment changes and transfer information in search space. Thus, how to learn the environment change from the already known data and further utilize the obtained environment change to transfer past solutions to new solutions is still important and challenging.
Indeed, in a new environment, as the fitness function changes, the rankings of solutions also change. Conversely, given a certain ranking, the corresponding solution moves to a different position in the new environment, e.g., the best solution moves to a new position, as shown in Fig. 1 . Considering the solutions with the same rankings in two successive environments, the environment change presents as the movements of the solutions from a fixed ranking's angle. Hence, the environment change can be expressed as a transfer function that maps the solutions in an old (previous) environment to the solutions in a new environment. Thus, to learn the environment change, we can treat it in two steps: solution pairing between the two environments and function approximation for these solution mapping pairs. Because neural network (NN) theoretically is able to discover the functions among the given data to any degree of accuracy [17] - [21] , in this paper, we propose to adopt the NN to learn the transfer function of environment changes and then use it to reuse past solutions. NN is selected rather than others such as traditional statistical regression methods since NN is a universal approximator and does not require the data to conform to some assumptions, such as linear relationship. Moreover, NN has strong robustness and fault tolerance. Since the relationship of data is unknown and there are noises in the data, NN is a good choice for transfer model learning. Following this idea, an NN-based information transfer method, named NNIT, is developed. In NNIT, we collect the solutions from both the previous and the new environments and then pair these solutions to construct data for NN training. After the NN has been trained, the good solutions in the previous environment are reused to obtain new solutions. Practically, the proposed NNIT can be incorporated into any EA to solve DOPs. To test the effect of the NNIT, several typical stateof-the-art algorithms are selected to work with the NNIT and the resultant algorithms are evaluated on 28 instances of the widely used moving peaks benchmark (MPB). The experimental results show that the proposed NNIT method is promising.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present a review of the studies on DOPs and give a brief introduction of NN. In Section III, we outline our proposed NNIT procedure in detail. Section IV further discusses the behavior of NNIT. The experimental studies are shown in Section V. Finally, the conclusion is drawn in Section VI.
II. BACKGROUND

A. Related Work of DOPs
As mentioned earlier, traditional EAs face challenges on DOPs due to the loss of population diversity in dynamic environments. In addition, the plentiful information of past environments may be useful for the optimization of new environments. Therefore, in the literature, the work of DOPs mainly focuses on diversity increase and information reuse. They can be classified into five types: diversity maintenance, multipopulation method, memory scheme, prediction model, and transfer learning method.
1) Diversity Maintenance: To handle the diversity loss of the population in new environments, there are two common ways: increasing population diversity once the environment changes or maintaining population diversity all the time. First, to increase diversity when the environment changes, some researchers propose restarting techniques that reinitialize some part of or the whole population. For example, Yang [22] and Yang and Li [23] proposed to use one newly generated population to search new areas; Woldesenbet and Yen [24] relocated solutions according to the rough relationship between fitness changes and variable sensitivities obtained in the previous environments. Second, different methods have been developed to maintain population diversity along the whole evolutionary process. For example, diversity is continuously evaluated and will be increased if it decreases below the predefined threshold [25] ; charged particle [26] , composition particle [27] , and grid topology [28] are developed to maintain the local diversity of the swarm; particles are migrated among swarms according to repulsive diversity [29] .
2) Multipopulation Method: To track the multiple moving peaks, a multipopulation method is proposed. A parent population is in charge of exploring new peaks and child populations are splitting from the parent population to exploit the found peaks [30] , [31] . Instead of the splitting idea, the populations can also be created by the division of a large population and different populations exploit different areas. To divide a large population, different techniques, such as speciation-based methods [32] , niching by dot product of the individuals [33] , and clustering methods [23] , [34] , [35] , can be adopted. Additionally, these methods require to determine the number of populations to create. To adapt the number of populations to dynamic environments, multiple control strategies are developed based on historical experience and heuristic information [36] , [37] . Some researchers also proposed to generate a fixed number of populations at the beginning and create new populations afterward if necessary [38] , [39] .
3) Memory Scheme: Memory scheme stores the solutions implicitly in redundant individuals [40] or explicitly in an external archive [41] and reuses them later if necessary. Explicit memory is commonly used. It considers two parts: solution selection for storage and solution reuse. Solutions are periodically chosen based on their fitness values, age, and diversity [42] , [43] . The selected solutions can be directly stored as special independent solutions [42] or used to construct a probability model [11] . When the environment changes, the solutions can be reintroduced into the population [44] - [46] or used for local search to find promising solutions [47] . Even during the evolutionary process in an environment, the solutions can also be used to increase population diversity [48] .
4) Prediction Model:
Since the consecutive environments are often correlative, the change pattern of the environment can be extracted from the past information to predict new changes. For example, Rossi et al. [15] adopted the Kalman to model the movement of the optima and predict the possible optima in new environments. Similarly, Simões and Costa [16] used linear regression to estimate the time of the next environment change and adopted Markov chains to predict new optima according to the optima found in past environments. Likewise, Zhou et al. [49] employed the center points of Pareto sets in past environments as data and adopted regression model to simulate the change pattern of the center points. These methods have shown that the extracted knowledge from past environments can provide effective guidance for the optimization of new environments.
5) Transfer Learning Method:
Considering the correlation and difference between the previous environment and the new one, a transfer learning method uses the data from these two environments to directly construct a transfer model of solutions/fitness. Based on the idea that the solutions of different environments are often in different distributions, Jiang et al. [14] proposed to adopt the transfer component analysis technique to construct a transfer model in objective space and then transferred the optimal objective values in past environments to new values in new environments. However, this paper only models the change in objective space and requires an additional optimization method to obtain the corresponding solutions in the search space. It is still at issue to directly transfer information in search space.
B. Neural Network
NN is a simple abstraction of biological NN that stores function in the neurons and in the connections between them [50] . It learns to perform useful functions by training on data. Particularly, a multilayer feedforward NN is a universal approximator and is adopted in this paper. Mathematically, the NN is a function that maps a domain R D to another domain R N , where D and N are the numbers of dimensions of the domains [51] . When perceiving environment changes, it inputs the solutions from the previous environment and outputs the solutions from the new environment. The basic structure of NN is shown in Fig. 2 . It includes multiple layers each with multiple neurons and connections between them. The leftmost layer uses the input vector as an input and is named the input layer, the rightmost layer whose output is the NN output is named the output layer, and the other layers are called hidden layers. In the hidden layers and output layer, each neuron has a bias b and an activation function ϕ. Each connection between the neurons has a weight w. Given an input p = [p 1 , . . . , p D ], the output of the kth neuron in the input layer is as
The output of the input layer becomes the input of the following layer. For the kth neuron in the following layer i (i ≥ 1), the weighted inputs are summed with the bias and then are transferred by activation function ϕ to form the net output a i,k as
where 
Before being a qualified approximator, the NN needs to go through a full training on the given data to get the optimal parameters. Generally, the data for NN training, called training set, often include multiple training samples each having an input vector and a target output. The most popular back-propagation techniques are commonly used to train the NN. After training, the NN has learned the function and can predict new data.
III. NEURAL NETWORK-BASED INFORMATION TRANSFER FOR DYNAMIC OPTIMIZATION
In this section, the motivations of developing the NNIT are first introduced, followed by the complete procedure of the NNIT. Then, the details of the NNIT are presented, including the transfer function learning by NN and the information reuse by NN.
A. Motivations of NNIT
The first motivation of the NNIT is the strong correlation between a new environment and its previous one. Given abundant solutions obtained in the previous environment, once we know how the new environment is changed from the previous one, we can relocate these solutions to obtain promising solutions in the new environment. Thus, learning the transfer function of the environment change can help accelerate convergence in new environments. An example is shown in Fig. 3 , where the objective function
To relocate the past solutions, we need to discover the transfer function of the environment change x' = x-v, where x is a solution in the previous environment and x' is the corresponding position that x is moved to in the new environment.
The second motivation of the NNIT is that NN has strong function approximation and generalization ability. On the one hand, the environment change may be complex and cannot be exactly formulated. On the other hand, the data observed in the two environments are incomplete and often have noise. Hence, it is hard to construct an accurate mathematical model to represent the environment change. However, the NN can be taught to recognize the function among data with noise and used to learn the transfer function of the environment change.
Therefore, this paper aims to develop the NNIT to perceive environment changes and reuse past information, for faster convergence of the optimization in new environments.
B. NNIT
When the environment changes, the NNIT is performed. In NNIT, NN first perceives the change between the new environment and the previous one and then reuses the past solutions to generate promising solutions to assist the optimization of the new environment. The complete procedure is shown in Fig. 4 . First, solutions are collected from the previous and the new environments. Second, the solutions of the two environments are paired to construct data. Third, the NN is designed and trained to learn the transfer function of the environment change. Fourth, the trained NN reuses the solutions in the previous environment to generate new solutions. Finally, the new solutions are added to the population to assist EAs. The details of the NNIT will be described in Sections III-C and III-D. Note that the new environment is also indicated as the current environment in the following.
C. Transfer Function Learning by NN
Assume that the current environment is indexed by i (i ≥ 2). The solutions are first collected from environments i − 1 and i and then are paired to construct data. The data will next be used by NN to learn the environment change.
1) Collect Solutions from the Previous and Current Environments:
Assume that all the solutions found in the previous environment i − 1 (i.e., all the solutions in all the generations) are stored in set S i−1 . To preprocess these large numbers of solutions, they are divided into multiple clusters such that each cluster contains the solutions of a special subarea. For this purpose, we first denote some local optimal solutions (will be described later) to act as cluster seeds and form a set
where M is the number of clusters. Next, each solution in S i−1 finds the nearest cluster seed based on the Euclidean distance and then joins the corresponding cluster. Finally, M clusters
The procedure is presented in Algorithm 1. Note that, when incorporating NNIT into a multipopulation EA, since each subpopulation searches a special subarea, the best solutions in all the subpopulations are directly used to form L i−1 . Herein, the number of clusters M is the same as the number of local optimal solutions. Likewise, when incorporating NNIT into a single-population EA, the solutions of the final population can be clustered first, and then, the best solutions in all clusters are collected into L i−1 or the final population directly forms the L i−1 .
Algorithm 1 Clustering Procedure for the Collected Solutions (S, L)
Input:
find the nearest cluster seed B k in L based on Euclidean distance 6.
C k = C k ∪x a 7.
End for End
For the current environment i , the solutions of the initial population (i.e., the first generation) are stored in set I i . Since the new local optima of environment i are unknown but may be likely near to the local optima of the previous environment i − 1, the cluster seeds in L i−1 of the previous environment are adopted. Using these cluster seeds, clustering procedure Algorithm 1 is performed on I i to get M clusters
The obtained clusters represent the solutions found in each subarea.
2) Pair Solutions Between the Two Environments: As discussed earlier, the environment change presents as the movements of the solutions. Hence, the next step is to pair the solutions between the two environments to represent the movements of the solutions. These solution pairs will form multiple training samples each having an input vector of one solution from the previous environment i -1 and a target of its corresponding solution that has been moved to in environment i .
To reduce the difficulty of solution pairing, we pair solutions in each subarea. As the clusters in environments i − 1 and i (e.g., C 1 i−1 and C 1 i ) are formed by the same cluster seed, they are likely in the same subarea before and after change. Therefore, we pair solutions between the clusters formed by the same cluster seed from the two environments. An example is illustrated for a DOP with three peaks in Fig. 5 . The solutions in C 1 i are paired with those in C 1 i−1 . Similarly, the solutions in C 2 i and C 3 i are paired with those in C 2 i−1 and
, how to pair the solutions in them? Since the fitness function may be scaled, fitness values are not reliable to determine whether two solutions are the ones before and after change/movement. Indeed, it is the sameness of their rankings in the subareas that says the movement relationship. However, since only limited solutions are known in the subareas (i.e., the cluster only includes some parts of the solutions in the subarea), the rankings of the solutions in the clusters are not consistent with their real rankings among all the solutions in the whole subareas. Thus, in this paper, we propose to use fitness normalization to reflect their relative rankings in subareas and then pair solutions by the similarity of their normalized fitness. 
where F is a scale factor that controls the extension of the upper bound since it should be larger than the maximum value found in the cluster. Similarly, the minimum value in the subarea must not be larger than the minimum fitness value in the cluster and may be closed to that in the previous environment. Note that the situation is similar to a minimization problem. After that, the fitness value of each solution x in the clusters is normalized by
where f (x) is the fitness value of a solution x and f n (x) is its normalized fitness value.
Later, each solution q in cluster C j i of environment i selects the solution p with the closest normalized fitness value to itself from the cluster C j i−1 of environment i -1 for pairing by p = arg min
and then, this solution pair forms a training sample (p, q), where p is an input and q is the target output. Note that, for the training samples constructed from the same cluster, their inputs will keep the same relative rankings as their outputs. Finally, the training samples form a training set T = {(p 1 ,q 1 ), . . . , (p |T | , q |T | )} for learning the transfer function, where |T | is the number of training samples. The procedure is described in Algorithm 2.
3) Design NN Structure: With the training set, NN is then used to learn the transfer function of the environment change between environments i -1 and i . For this purpose, we need to choose appropriate network architecture, i.e., number of layers, number of neurons, and activation function. Assume that the number of dimensions of decision space is D, and then, there will be D elements in the input and target output. Herein, we use D 3-layer networks each for a different dimension of the target output. Each NN has one input layer with D neurons, one hidden layer, and one output layer with one neuron. In this way, each NN not only has lower complexity compared with one single NN with D output elements but also can be trained in parallel to reduce training time. If
End for 20.
End if 21.End for End
determined following the suggestion in [52] by
where |T | is the number of training samples in training set T, and S input = D and S output = 1 are the number of neurons in input and output layers, respectively. The activation function ϕ for the neurons in the hidden layer is a tan-sigmoid function [52] as
and ϕ for the neurons in the output layer is a linear function [52] as
4) Train NN:
Before training, the training set of each NN is first constructed. For the dth NN, its training set T d has the same inputs as the training set T but only takes the dth dimension of the target outputs of T as target outputs. The performance indicator for the network training (training error) is the mean-squared error over the output targets in the training set
where Q is the number of samples in the training set, e q is the error for the qth input/target pair, t q is the target output for the qth input, and a q is the network output for the qth input. Each NN adopts the typical Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [53] with 30 iterations for training. The LevenbergMarquardt algorithm is adopted since it can quickly find good parameters [52] . This can reduce training time, being promising for dynamic optimization.
D. Information Reuse by NN 1) Generate New Solutions:
Once the NN has finished training, it has learned and stored the transfer function of the environment change in itself. The NN can relocate the solutions found in the previous environment to obtain new solutions. Herein, we take the best solution found in each subarea (stored in L i−1 ) as NN inputs and use the NN outputs to form new solutions.
2) Add New Solutions Into Population:
The obtained new solutions can be added to the initial population of EA. Especially, if the NNIT is incorporated into a single-population EA, the new solutions are added to the population directly. However, when incorporating NNIT into a multipopulation EA, each solution calculates its distances to the best solution in each subpopulation and then selects the closest subpopulation to add. After a solution has been added, no matter the EA is a single-population or a multipopulation algorithm, the population size control mechanism of the EA is performed. Note that if there is no any population size control strategy in the EA, then the worst individual in the population is deleted to avoid a rapid increase in population size.
IV. DISCUSSION OF NNIT
In this section, we discuss the scale factor F and NN structure in the proposed NNIT. In order to analyze NNIT's ability of learning transfer function, we adopt the famous and widely used MPB [43] as the test example and implement the NNIT using the data constructed from the MPB instances.
A. Test Problem
The MPB [43] has multiple peaks, and the height, width, and position of each peak dynamically change every time the environment changes. The function is defined as
where s H and s W are the severity parameters of the height and width, respectively, and
. . , X i D ] is the position of the i th peak and is shifted with a random vector v of length s X as
where r is a random vector, and λ is the correlated parameter and is set as 0, representing that the peak movements of different environments are uncorrelated. The shift length s X controls the change severity of the environment. The speciation setting of the MPB problem is listed in Table I . Multiple MPB instances can be constructed by setting the number of peaks (P) and shift length (s X ) as different values.
In this section, we construct ten MPB instances for test, where the number of peaks P is set as 10, 30, 50, 150, and 200, and the shift length s X is set as 2 and 5 following [37] . The change frequency is set as 5000 in all instances, which means that the maximum function evaluation (FE) time is 5000 in each environment.
B. NNIT Implementation Using Sampled Data of MPB
To give a comprehensive analysis, we do not integrate the NNIT with a special algorithm to get data but construct data according to the problem instances. In each MPB instance, each peak is considered as a subarea and its position is a local optimum. The local optima are collected in L i for environment i . For each environment i (i ≥ 2), we construct two solution sets S i−1 and I i as follows.
1) Set S i−1 of the Previous Environment:
Since S i−1 collects the solutions found by EA in the previous environment i -1, it is constructed before the environment change. According to the gradually convergence behavior of EA, S i−1 must include four parts: initial random solutions (rs) in the whole search space, the past local optima of its last environment i -2 (plo), multiple solutions with different distances to each peak (ps), and the local optima found (clo) for each peak (solutions in L i−1 ). Particularly, rs and plo simulate the initial population, while clo and ps simulate the evolutionary process of the EA toward the local optima. Especially, ps is the position randomly distributed around each peak in different radii and they are constructed as follows. First, we define a maximum radius r k of each peak k. We calculate the Euclidean distances d between any two peaks in environment i -1, and each peak k finds its closest peak and defines the half of their distance as r k . Second, the number of solutions n for each peak is defined. Assume that the change frequency of the problem is u, and then, n = (u -n rs -n plo -n clo )/P, where n rs = 100, n plo = P, and n col = P are the number of the solutions of the other three parts. Finally, we define n values in the range of (0, r k ] with a step size of r k /n and then randomly generate n positions with these distances to each peak.
2) Set I i for the Current Environment i: I i often includes the initial population that is worse than the new optima in environment i . We construct it with two parts: the past local optima in L i−1 and four solutions around each peak. For each peak, we first select four positions, which are more than s X away from the old peak position, sequentially from ps in S i−1 and then take their moved positions in environment i as the four solutions. Thus, all the solutions are more than s X away from the new local optima.
After that, the two solution sets S i−1 and I i are clustered according to Algorithm 1 using the positions in L i−1 as clustering seeds, and then, we construct a training set T = { (p 1 , q 1 ) , . . . , (p Q , q Q )} according to Algorithm 2, where Q is the size of T. Additionally, to test the prediction ability of the NNs, a test set is constructed as U = { (p 1 , t 1 ), . . . , (p q , t q ) , . . . , (p V , t V )}, where p q is a position from L i−1 , t q is the corresponding moving position from L i , and V is the size of set U. Next, we determine the number of neurons of hidden layers of the D NNs and train the NNs. Later, we use the NNs to predict the test set.
To evaluate the perception ability of the NNIT, we adopt two indicators: training error E T and prediction error E P over all environments as
where a q is the NN output and t q is the target output for an input p q . In addition, the estimation error E f of the optimal objective value (fitness of the local optimum) in (5) 
where f j i,max and f j i,peak are the estimated value and real fitness value of the j th peak position in environment i , respectively.
C. Scale Factor F in NNIT
The scale factor F in (5) is used to estimate the optimal objective values in new environments for normalization. To investigate its effect, we test F in the range of [0, 0.125] with a step size of 0.025. The performance is measured by four indicators: estimation error of the optimal objective value E f , training error E T , prediction error E P , and training time (from solution collection to the finishing of NN training).
The results are reported in Table II . Since the training time is mostly related to the size of the two solution sets, we only report the time obtained by F = 0 as an example due to space limit. We can see that when the size of the two data sets S i−1 and I i increases to 5000 and 1000, the required time is still less than 23 s. Note that the experiments are implemented in C++ language and ran on a computer with Intel Core i7-7700 CPU (3.60 GHz), 8-GB memory, and Ubuntu 16.04.2. Since the reported training time has included the most expensive parts in NNIT, solution collection, solution pairing, and NN training, it shows that the proposed NNIT can perform in a reasonable time.
From Table II , we can see that different F values have different performances on different instances, and the value of 0.05 generally performs well.
As for the estimation error E f in the normalization level, we can see that a relatively medium value in the range of [0.05, 0.10] for F is better for few peaks (10 and 30 peaks) and small shift length (s X = 2), while a large value 0.125 is preferred for a large number of peaks (50, 150 , and 200 peaks) and large shift length (s X = 5). This is because when the environment drastically changes, the solutions are farther away from the new optima and, hence, the error of the known maximum value to the real optimum objective is larger, and thereby, larger F can scale better. On the contrary, a relatively medium value can scale well on the instances with small fluctuation.
For the training error E T and prediction error E P , it is interesting to find that, as F increases, E T decreases on 10 peaks but increases on 50, 150, and 200 peaks. However, E P presents different changing trends. As F increases, E P increases on 10 peaks; decreases first but increases later on 30 and 50 peaks; while continuously decreasing on 150 and 200 peaks. Thus, to obtain good prediction ability, as the number of peaks increases, the required F value increases. However, since the medium value of 0.05 can get relatively medium E P values on all the tested instances and E P even is less than s X on seven out of ten instances, 0.05 is a promising value for F.
Taking E f , E T , and E P together, we can see that the changing trends of E f and E T may be not consistent with the prediction error E P . The reason is on two sides. On the one hand, E f only shows the error of the upper bound for normalization, while the prediction error E P also depends on the training set and NN training at a higher level. On the other hand, there is noise in the data, and large E T but small E P are preferred since they show that the NN has good generalization to learn the environment change. Overall, E P comprehensively shows NNIT's perception ability for environment changes and is the indicator that we most concern about. In general, the value of 0.05 performs stable and can get good performance on most instances. Therefore, we set the scale factor F as 0.05 in the following experiments.
D. Comparisons of Different NN Structures in NNIT
In the NNIT, we use D three-layer NNs each for one different output dimension. In this section, we compare the adopted NNs with one single three-layer NN with D elements in the output layer. Note that only the three-layer network structure is used for comparisons since a simple three-layer network can perform well. In the compared NN structures using only one single NN, there are D elements in the input layer and D elements in the output layer, and the number of neurons in the hidden layer is set in the range of [1, 15] . They are tested on five problem instances, where the shift length is set as 2 and the number of peaks is set as 10, 30, 50, 100, and 200. The training error E T , prediction error E P , and training time are reported in Table III . It can be seen that all the NN structures with only one single NN perform poorly, In contrast, the D three-layer NNs have only one element in the output layer, leading to fewer parameters in each NN and easier training when using the same number of neurons in the hidden layer. The adopted D three-layer NNs can well fit training sets with different sizes. The training time of the adopted structures is acceptable and even can be further reduced by training all the D NNs in parallel. In general, the adopted NN structure with D three-layer NNs obtains the smallest training errors and prediction errors in acceptable time on all tested instances. Hence, the adopted NN structure can be believed to be a good choice.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND COMPARISON STUDIES
In this section, we present the experimental results of the NNIT assisted EAs. They are compared with the original EAs to observe the performance improvement brought by NNIT. Five typical state-of-the-art algorithms based on particle swarm optimization (PSO) [54] and differential evolution [55] are selected for comprehensive study, including clustering PSO (CPSO) [23] , CPSO without change detection (CPSOR) [25] , adaptive multipopulation framework with PSO (AMP/PSO) [37] , cluster-based dynamic DE with external archive (CDDE_Ar) [34] , and dynamic DE with Brownian and quantum individuals (DDEBQ) [56] . The experiments are done on the well-known MPB. Multiple MPB instances are constructed for test.
A. Algorithms for Study
The five algorithms adopt different techniques to deal with the diversity loss in new environments. Among them, both of CPSO [23] and CDDE_Ar [34] restart when the environment changes and divide the population into multiple subpopulations by clustering methods to track the moving optima. On the contrary, CPSOR [25] , AMP/PSO [37] , and DDEBQ [56] maintain population diversity along the whole evolutionary process and do nothing when the environment changes. Particularly, CPSOR keeps detecting population diversity and adds new individuals when diversity decreases below a predefined threshold, and AMP/PSO adaptively updates the number of subpopulations, while DDEBQ adopts aging mechanism and quantum and Brownian individuals.
These EAs integrate with the NNIT to form CPSO-NNIT, CPSOR-NNIT, AMP/PSO-NNIT, CDDE_Ar-NNIT, and DDEBQ-NNIT. In the NNIT variants, the EA searches the optima in each environment, while NNIT transfers past information to assist the EA when the environment changes. Once the environment changes, the initial population in CPSO and CDDE_Ar is generated and the existing populations in CPSOR, AMP/PSO, and DDEBQ are reevaluated. Then, the NNIT procedure is performed to generate new solutions and adds them to the initial population. In the NNIT procedure, the solutions found in the previous environment are collected as the set S, while the initial population of the EA in the new environment is used as the set I . After that, the population is evolved by EA to find the new optima.
B. Experimental Configuration 1) Parameter Settings:
The parameters of each algorithm are set following their original papers. The population size for CPSO, AMP/PSO, CDDE_Ar, and DDEBQ is set as 100, 100, 80, and 60, respectively. Especially, in CPSOR, the population size is set as 300 × (1-e −0.33×P 0.5 ) according to the number of peaks. For the PSO parameters, the inertia weight is set as 0.6 and 0.7298 in CPSOR [25] and AMP/PSO [37] , respectively, while it linearly decreases from 0.6 to 0.3 in CPSO [23] ; the acceleration coefficients c 1 and c 2 are set as 1.7 in CPSO and CPSOR, while they are set as 1.496 for AMP/PSO. The DE operators (i.e., mutation and crossover) are used in both of CDDE_Ar and DDEBQ. The crossover rate is set as 0.9 for both. The scale factor is set as 0.5 in CDDE_Ar [34] , while it is adaptively updated in DDEBQ [56] . Noted that all these EAs are based on multiple populations, therefore, the cluster number M is the same as the number of local optima collected by the EAs and the population size is controlled by their corresponding mechanisms.
2) Quality Indicators: To evaluate the performance of the algorithms, we adopt two widely used quality indicators, i.e., offline error E o and best-before-change error E B . Both of the two indicators are calculated based on the assumption that the real optima of the problem in different environments are known, that is, the error is calculated as the difference between the found solutions and the real optima. Especially, the offline error E o is calculated based on the data during the whole evolutionary process, while the best-before-change error E B is calculated based on the final best solution of each environment. Therefore, E o is in fact an online indicator to reflect the convergence speed of the algorithm to some extent, while E B represents the global search ability of the algorithm.
For E o , we use the best solution in every two FEs along the whole evolutionary process to calculate the average value as
where C is the number of environments; num_sample is the number of samples in each environment and it is sampled every two FEs following [37] ; and E i j is the error of the best solution found at the j th sampling in the i th environment.
For E B , we calculate the average error of the best solutions found in all environments as
where E Best i is the error of the best solution found at the end of the i th environment. These two indicators give a comprehensive evaluation on both of convergence speed and solution quality.
In the experiments, all algorithms and their corresponding NNIT variants independently run 20 times and the average results are reported. The better algorithm is marked in bold. In addition, Wilcoxon's signed rank test is performed between the algorithms and their NNIT variants at a 0.05 significance level.
C. Experimental Results
To test the effect of the NNIT on a different number of peaks and a different severity of environment changes, we perform the comparison experiments on ten instances with a different number of peaks and 18 instances with different shift lengths.
1) Results on Instances With a Different Number of Peaks:
The number of peaks is set as 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 80 , 100, 120, 150, and 200, and the shift length is fixed at 5. The results on these instances are reported in Table IV .
From Table IV , we can see that all the NNIT variants can get smaller E o and E B values on most instances, showing that NNIT can help EAs accelerate convergence and improve solution quality on instances with a different number of peaks. In detail, in terms of the E o indicator, according to the significance test, the NNIT variants perform significantly better than CPSO, CPSOR, AMP/PSO, CDDE_Ar, and DDEBQ on 8, 10, 9, 4, and 5 out of 10 instances, respectively. This shows that the NNIT can accelerate algorithm convergence on most instances for the selected algorithms. As for the E B indicator of solution quality, there is no significant difference on most instances for all the algorithms. This is because the NNIT only reuses the past solutions for convergence acceleration but not exploring new areas. On the other hand, the NNIT only provides the solutions for guidance, and the final solution quality depends on the search ability of the EAs. Hence, the NNIT variants may obtain a similar solution quality as the original algorithms. Nevertheless, the NNIT variants can still obtain significantly better E B values than CPSO, CPSOR, AMP/PSO, and CDDE_Ar on 1, 6, 1, and 1 instances, while none instances are worse. Thus, the NNIT helps EAs find good solutions faster on most instances and allows it to use more FEs for exploring new areas to get better solutions.
In general, the NNIT can reuse past solutions to speed up the convergence of EAs in new environments.
2) Results on Instances With Different Shift Lengths:
To test the response ability of the proposed NNIT to different change severity, the shift length is tested in the range of [1, 6] with a step size of 1. The number of peaks is set as three values 10, 80, and 200, and thereby, totally, 18 instances are constructed for testing. The results are reported in Table V .
From Table V , we can see that all the NNIT variants can obtain smaller E o and E B values than the corresponding original algorithms on most of instances, showing that the NNIT can strongly response to different change severity and can accelerate algorithm convergence even improve solution quality. For example, on the instances with ten peaks, in terms of E o metric, the NNIT variants for CPSO, CPSOR, AMP/PSO, CDDE_Ar, and DDEBQ can obtain significantly better values than the original algorithms on 4, 5, 4, 2, and 2 out of 6 instances, respectively, while getting equal performance on all the other instances; as for the E B metric, the NNIT variants of CPSO perform significantly better on four out of six instances, and the NNIT also significantly improves the solution quality on one instance for both of AMP/PSO and DDEBQ. Similar situations can be seen on the instances with 80 and 200 peaks. Therefore, the NNIT can perceive environment changes under different change severity to accelerate convergence and enhance the global search ability of EAs.
D. Discussion on Computational Effort
The above-mentioned experiments show that the NNIT variants can obtain generally better results than the original optimization algorithms. In this section, we discuss the computational effort involving in solving problems based on the number of FEs since FE in DOPs usually consumes most of the time in the optimization process. For an optimization algorithm and its NNIT variant, they only differ on that the NNIT variant has an additional NNIT procedure for information transfer. The NNIT procedure only uses the solutions collected from optimization algorithms for training, including the solutions found in previous environments and the initial population in new environments, and generates new solutions that will be used by optimization algorithms. The solutions for training have been evaluated by optimization algorithms, and the newly generated solutions would be evaluated when they are used by optimization algorithms, that is, the NNIT procedure does not consume any more FEs and only the optimization part consumes FEs. Hence, all algorithms and their NNIT variants consume the same number of FEs in the compared experiments. Using the same FEs, the NNIT variants can obtain generally better results compared with original algorithms. Additionally, the running time of the external NNIT procedure only depends on the size of the training set (the population size of the optimization algorithm) and is acceptable according to the discussion in Section IV-C. Thus, the NNIT variants perform better than original optimization algorithms when using similar computational resources with the same number of FEs.
VI. CONCLUSION
To track the information reuse issue in DOPs, this paper proposes an NN-based information transfer method, named NNIT, to reuse past solutions for the optimization of new environments. Solutions are collected from a new environment and its last environment to construct data. Then, the NN perceives the environment change from the data to learn a transfer model and further use the transfer model to reuse past solutions for generating new solutions to assist EAs in new environments. Several state-of-the-art EAs for DOPs are selected to incorporate the proposed NNIT, and the resultant algorithms are tested on the well-known MPB. The experimental results show that the EAs based on the NNIT can converge faster than the original algorithms. The NNIT method is promising. The proposed NNIT method provides a new way to directly learn the transfer function of environment change and transfer information in DOPs. In the future work, we will investigate the performance of reinforcement learning on the involved DOPs and apply the NNIT-assisted EAs to solve DOPs in practical applications.
